1. Exclusive Micro-Processor Inside.
Performs 10,000 diagnostics per second to ensure the
entire electronics system is fully functional.

2. Worlds Only DLSC™ Technology.
Protects your hearing from loud noise while magnifying
fainter sounds. The electronics never "cut out" or "clip"
providing you complete awareness of your working or play
environment.

3. Fully enclosed, Military Grade Circuit Boards.
Increases reliability in harsh environments.

4. Gold Connectors.
Provides audiophile sound quality.

5. LED Alert Light Indicator on Circuit Board.
Provides visual proof that your Pro Ears are working
properly.

6. On-Board, Computer controlled Auto-Shut Off.
Extends battery life so your Pro Ears work when you need
them.

7. Low Battery Indicator.
The audio signal provides advance warning about battery
strength and prevents surprises. Change your batteries
when it is convenient - avoid losing power when it's most
needed.

8. Fastest 'Attack Time'
With a reaction and recovery time of 1.5 milliseconds,
less than a typical pause between words in normal
conversation, the system greatly enhances your awareness
of your environment while simultaneously protects your
hearing from loud noise.

9. Automatic & Programmable Gain Control (AGC™).
Harmful noise levels are kept to within 80 dB. The
incredible 50 dB of gain allow the faintest sounds to be
magnified up to 8x. Hear clearer, hear further. Two
separate settings in each cup allow the user the ability to
further adjust each circuit board to meet specific hearing
requirements.

10. True Stereo.
Each Pro Ears electronic unit is made with independent
circuit boards in each ear piece to provide you with the
highest degree of quality stereo sound. Stereo sound is
necessary for the wearer to pinpoint the origin and
direction of every sound. We utilize the most advanced
technology available to increase your awareness of your
environment.

11. Independent Volume Controls.
With separate, independent controls the wearer can adjust
each cup for hearing disparity or situational preference.
There are no wires connecting the cups to snag or break.

12. Special Replaceable, ProForm Leather™
Ear Seals.
Provide the ultimate in comfort and conformity for a tight
noise elimination seal. No plastic, no vinyl, no sweat.

13. Adjustable, Padded Headband.
Provides the ultimate in comfort and adjustability. Better
fit ensures better performance.

14. Modular Design.
Each unit conveniently folds into itself for easy
storage/carry.

15. Slim Line, Chop Side and Mag designs.
Specific designs for your specific hearing protection
requirements.

16. 200 hours minimum battery life.
Common 'N' Size Alkaline provides long battery life and
saves you money.

17. Comprehensive Warranty.
Our comprehensive warranty shows we stand behind our
quality and durability to give you peace of mind. The best
warranty in the industry.

18. Proudly MADE IN THE USA.
If anything ever does go wrong your product can be
diagnosed, repaired and returned to you quickly, generally
within 48 hours. 'Made in the USA' means the best.

